Concord edges rugby 'A', 12-10

By Charles Cox

The MIT rugby squads braved a driving rain to come away with a split against Concord Saturday afternoon at Briggs Field. The A' game lost a close battle to the New Hampshire state, 12-10, but the B' club registered a 20-3 victory.

In the 'A' game, the Engineers drew first blood on the opening try. Concord was to score Concord converted a penalty goal for a 5-0 halftime lead. Concord's high-scoring offense took over in the second half, however, and Concord's victory of the season over the Engineers in front by converting a 3-0 penalty goal by Tom Bryant G.

Early in the second period, Concord converted a penalty kick, but MIT broke the game open with three consecutive tries. Charlie Mazzi G, Gabbo Szakacs '76, and Bill Greisser '77 scored the tries, with Bryant converting one. In building MIT's lead, Szakacs suffered a shoulder injury which put him out of the remainder of the game. MIT's 14-point burst closed out the scoring to give the Engineers a 20-3 win, their first of the season.
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Early in the second period, Concord converted a penalty kick, but MIT broke the game open with three consecutive tries. Charlie Mazzi G, Gabbo Szakacs '76, and Bill Greisser '77 scored the tries, with Bryant converting one. In building MIT's lead, Szakacs suffered a shoulder injury which put him out of the remainder of the game. MIT's 14-point burst closed out the scoring to give the Engineers a 20-3 win, their first of the season. The water standing on the grass caused a suction, and several of the JV runners lost their shoes during their race. Among them was Mark Schwartz '76 who ran the last 1 1/2 miles of the course barefoot and 200 - still finished 112th. The split moves MIT's dual meet record to 6-3. Although not as good as last year's mark, it is nonetheless one of the Engineers' most successful. The harriers are running about the same level as they were last year at this time.

The JV squad also defeated Tufts while losing to Williams. The host school won with 29 points. MIT followed with 39 and Tufts' 60 trailing. MIT's top three runners finished within two seconds of each other. Rick Allen '79, Jim Walton '76 and Rudy Bellinger '79 placed fifth, sixth and seventh, respectively, over the 3.5-mile course. Jack Rovers '77 (ninth) and Schwartz' barefoot 12th made up the rest of the Engineer scoring five.

Today, MIT competes in the Greater Boston Conference meet, and Saturday they face Brandeis, Boston University, and Bentley. Brandeis is currently rated third in the nation for Division III colleges. Both meets are at Franklin Park.

Soggy Engineer harriers second at Williams meet

By Dave Dobos

Competing in rainy conditions, a talented Williams cross country squad thrashed MIT and Tufts in Williamstown, Mass., last Saturday. The host team's low score of 26 captured the meet, with MIT (47) and Tufts (65) following. Frank Richardson sloshed to his fourth straight dual meet victory of the season over the rain-soaked, 4.8-mile course. The only runner to break 26:00, Richardson's 25:46 was good enough to win by 125 yards.

Williams harriers placed third, fourth, fifth, sixth, and eighth in an excellent display of team running. Sophomore Chris Svendsgaard, the Engineers' second man, could only dent the pack, coming in just ahead of their fifth man for seventh place. Steve Keith '77 was the next Engineer finisher (11th place). Jeff Bartman '76 and freshman Tom Clark (16th) rounded out the scoring for MIT.

The trail, most of which is on a golf course, had been completely saturated by over 24 hours of continuous rainfall. The path traversed a stream that had completely disappeared as a result of the heavy rainfall. The runners taped their shoes to their feet so as not to lose them.
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